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1. Introduction. The study of normal simple algebras A over a field F

has been reduced to the case where the degree of A is a power of a prime p.

The theory then splits sharply into two cases distinguished by the hypothesis

that the characteristic of F is or is not p. We shall restrict our attention to

the former case.

It is well known that every normal simple algebra A over F is similar to

a crossed product B. But this result is of little aid in a study of A, since in

fact the degree of B is in general not a power of p. We shall prove here, how-

ever, that in our case every A is similar to a cyclic algebra whose degree is a

power of p.

If K is obtained from F by adjoining the peth roots of quantities of F

to F, for fixed e, then K is said to have exponent e over F. We shall show that

the exponent of an algebra A is pe where e is the exponent of the above K of

least exponent, which splits A. Moreover A has exponent p" only if A is simi-

lar to a direct product of cyclic division algebras Di whose exponents and de-

grees are equal to pei^pe, Dx of degree pe.

2. Commutative division algebras over F. Let F be an infinite field of

characteristic p^O and K be a commutative division algebra of order n over

F. A quantity k of K is called separablef or inseparable according as its

minimum equation has not or has multiple roots. We shall also say that K

is separable or inseparable according as K does not or does contain insepara-

ble quantities.

Every separable K is a simple algebraic extension Z = F(x) of F, where a

is separable of degree n over F. Conversely if a is separable so is any poly-

nomial in a, so that Z = F(a) is separable. We notice that then every sub-

field of Z is separable. Moreover if F(ap) j^F(a) =Z, then a" = v has the prop-

erty that Z = Zi(a), a" = v in Z2. But the equation ap = v is inseparable. Hence

we have

* Presented to the Society, September 13, 1935; received by the editors July 22, 1935.

f For these definitions and elementary properties see B. L. van der Waerden, Moderne Algebra,

vol. I. I believe they are due to E. Steinitz. See also Deuring's Algebren, Springer, 1935, for refer-

ences to the numerous concepts used here. These are in the algebraic part of Deuring's book and the

references are principally to work of Dickson, Wedderburn, Hasse, Brauer, Noether, and myself.
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Theorem 1. Let Z = F(x) be separable of degree n over F. Then Z=F(xp).

The largest separable sub-field K0 of an inseparable field K is a field whose

degree «0 is called* the reduced degree of K. Every quantity a of K has the

property

(1) a"' = a0 in K0.

If moreover ap6_1 is not in K0 for some a of K we shall call e the exponent

of K. The field K is obviously obtained by adjoining certain peth roots of

quantities of Ka to K0. If K~o=F we shall call K a Kummer field over F. We

now prove

Theorem 2. Let Z be a separable field of degree m over a Kummer field K

of exponent e over F, and Z0 be the largest sub-field over F of Z, Z contain K.

Then Z is the direct product

(2) Z = Zo X K,

Zo has degree m over F, Z0 is the field of all quantities ap° of Z, a in Z.

For Z = K(£) where £ is a root of a separable equation

(3) fix) = xm + axx™-1 + ■ ■ ■ + am = 0 (ai in K),

irreducible in K. Thus »? = £pe is a root of

(4) g(y) = ym + bxy"-1 H-+ bm = 0 (bi in F),

where bi = aip". By Theorem 1 we have Z = K(-n), so that g(y) is irreducible in

K. But then Zo = F(r¡) has degree n over F and (2) holds. The largest separa-

ble sub-field of Z must contain Z0 and is a field 5(f) =F(t"') where fp' is ob-

viously in Z0. Hence Z0 is the largest separable sub-field of Z.

The fields Z and Z0 of Theorem 2 are equivalent under the correspondence

(not an isomorphism over F)

(5) a <—> a"" = ao (a in Z).

If a?í|o then a0^ßo since ap<,-/3p' = (a-/3)'", = 0 only when a=ß. Hence we

have immediately

Theorem 3. Let Z and Z0 be defined as in Theorem 2. Then Z is normal

over K with automorphisms

S: a *—>as

if and only if Z0 is normal over F with automorphisms

S: a0*—>a0s, ao = a"e, a0 = (as)p'.

* See van der Waerden, loc. cit.
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Corollary I. The field Z is cyclic over K if and only if Z0 is cyclic over F.

Let K be a simple Kummer extension of exponent e over F, so that

K = Ke = F(y), y'=y in F. Then

(6) Ke > 7Te_i > > Ki > Ko = F,

where

(7) yi = yv-\       Ki=Fiyi).

The field Ki has degree p{ over F, degree p over iT,_i, and 1, y¿, ■ • • , 3>¿p-x are

linearly independent in 7C¡_i. In particular every quantity k of K has the form

(8) k = h + kiy + ■ ■ ■ + k^iy"-1 iki in Ke_x),

and, if q=p'~l, then

(9) k" = ko + klyi + • ■ • + Cm"1 (ki inF)

is in F if and only if kx = k2= ■ • • = kp-X = 0. Thus we have proved

Theorem 4. A quantity k of Ke generates Ke if and only if k is not in Ke_x.

We shall require

Theorem 5. Let Z be separable of degree m over K = Ke=F(y), y*' = y in F.

Then there exists a quantity c in Z such that

(10) w = Nzik(c)

has the property K = F(w), that is, w generates K.

For Z = Z0XK, Za = F(x), x is a root of

p-i
(11) f(x) = £ ai(x')x* = 0.

i—0

The polynomials a¿(*p) have coefficients in F and at least one a»(xp)^0 for

i = r9i0, since x is separable. Hence ar(kvyv) is a polynomial in yp with coeffi-

cients which are polynomials in X with coefficients in F. These latter poly-

nomials are not all identically zero, and thus there exists a X0 in F such that

ar(K0pyp)^0,

p-i

(12) f(\0y) = £ bty*,        bi = ai(\0*y>)\iin K^.i.

The quantity/(X0y) is not in Ke_i and, if c = x—\Qy, then

(13) g(c) = fie + \0y) = c» + 5ic—l + • • • + Bm_ic + f(\0v) = 0.
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But
NzikÍc) = (- l)»/(X0y) = w

is in Ke and not in Ke-x. By Theorem 4 we have K = Fic).

The field Ke has degree /> over Ke-x =5(yp) and, if 5 is in jRT<_i, and w is

as above, then bw is not in .rie-i- This gives

Theorem 6. Le/ Z ¿>e as i« Theorem 5 arad 5 ôe ¿w K. Then there exists a

quantity c of Z such that

(14) «o = Nz/kÍc)5

generates K, K =5(50).

3. Matrices with elements in 5. The theorems of the author's paper* On

normal simple algebras hold for an arbitrary infinite field 5 although they

were derived for the case where F is non-modular. The extension to the more

general case may be made by the elementary considerations of the next three

sections.

The matrix

A =

1

0

0      0

0

1

0

i an-2

0

0

1

«1

in F,(15)

has

(16) | X7 - A | = d>iX) = X" - aiX""1 - • ■ • - an = 0

as its characteristic equation. It may be easily verified that the identity

matrix I, A, A2, • • • , 4n_1 are linearly independent in any scalar field con-

taining 5 and that <p(X) = 0 is actually the minimum equation of 4. Moreover

every «-rowed square matrix with <p(X) =0 as minimum equation is similar

in 5 to 4.

Every matrix 5 with elements in 5 is similar to a matrixf

¡Ax

(17)

where A ¡is a matrix whose characteristic equation is its minimum equation.

The characteristic determinants 7)<(X) of the 4¿ are called the invariant fac-

* These Transactions, vol. 34 (1932), pp. 620-625.

f These are the classical results on matrices with elements in F.
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tors of 5 and Df-x(X) is divisible by 7>¿(X), i = 2, ■ ■ ■ , v. Thus Dx(A) =0, and

Dx(X) =0 is in fact the minimum equation of the matrix 5. It is evident that

a matrix B is similar to 5 if and only if B has the same invariant factors and

hence the same canonical form given by (15), (17) as 5.

When 77i(X) is irreducible we must have every 7?¡(X) = Dx(X), n = mv where

4i has m rows. Thus

'Ax

(18) B =

' Ax)

and B is similar to 5 if and only if B has the same irreducible minimum equa-

tion as 5.

4. Sub-fields of M„. Let M„ be the algebra of all «-rowed square matrices

with elements in F. If Z is a separable sub-field of Mn and Z is equivalent to Z,

then Z=F(B), Z = 5(5), where 5 and Shave the same irreducible minimum

equation. Hence 5 =PBP~l where P is a non-singular quantity of Mn, and

the inner automorphism of M„, defined by the transformation of its quanti-

ties by P, carries 5 into B. If CB = BC then

(19) C = (di) (i,j = 1, ,«0
and C¿,-41 = 4iCi,-. But it is known* that then C¿, is a polynomial in Ax with

coefficients in F. Hence the algebra of all quantities of Mn commutative with

every quantity of Z is equivalent to a total matric algebra of degree v over Z,

n = mv, Z of degree m over F.

The above result cannot be extended to inseparable sub-fields K of M„

without further argument since the known proofs that C»,yli = 4iC<,- if and

only if dj is in 5(41) depend upon the hypothesis that 4i has its charac-

teristic roots all distinct. Hence we must treat this case here. We first prove

Lemma 1. Let F(y) be a sub-field of Mp, yv=y in F, F an infinite field of

characteristic p. Then the only quantities of MP commutative with y are quanti-

ties of F(y).

For we have seen that we may take

(20) y =

o i o

0 0 1

0 0 0

7 0 0

01

* Cf. the proof in Wedderburn's Lectures on Matrices, pp. 26-27.
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Since F is infinite there exists a £ in F such that £^0, 1, • ■ ■ , p — 1. The

matrix

Í6
6+1

(21)

t + p- U
is non-singular and has the property yx = (x + l)y. An elementary computa-

tion then gives

[»-(*+ D][*- (6 + 2)]-•• [*-(* + £- 1)]
(22) en = -

1-2- •• 0-1)

where e¡,- is the matrix with unity in the ¿th row and jth column and zeros

elsewhere. Moreover it is well known* that

(23) e,,- = y'-'eny''1.

But the relation yx = (x + l)y then implies that every quantity of Mp is a

linear combination of the p2 quantities

(24) xy (i,j = 0,1,- ■■ ,p- 1).

The algebra Mp has order p2 over F and hence (24) are linearly independent

in F. Thus 1, y, ■ ■ ■ , yp~x are left linearly independent in the commutative

algebra F(x). This latter algebra is not a field, however.

We now write z='$2Pi70laiix)yi and have

p-i
(25) zy - yz = £ [*(* + 1) - o,(*)]y*« = 0,

t=0

so that ai(x)=aiix + l), ¿ = 0, • • • , p — 1. But then the element of the first

row  of  a,ix)   is  a¿(£) =a¡(¿; + l)   so   that  a¿(£) = a¡(¿ + l) = a¿(£ + 2) = ••■

= a¿(£+/> — 1) and a,(x) is a scalar matrix. Hence z is in F(y).

We now prove

Theorem 7. Le/ Z be any sub-field of degree m of Mn. Then the sub-algebra

of Mn commutative with Z is a total matric algebra M, of degree v = nm~x over

Z, and any sub-field Z of Mn equivalent to Z may be carried into Z by an inner

automorphism of Mn-

The theorem is trivial when n = 1. Hence assume it true for total algebras

Mv of degree v<n.

Let Z0 be the largest separable sub-field of Z. Then we have proved the

* Cf. these Transactions, vol. 33 (1931), pp. 690-711, formula (20) on p. 702. Formula (18) was

incorrectly printed there and should read eny*-1 = eik.
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above theorem for Z0 and hence may carry the sub-field Z0 of Z into Z0.

Hence we take Z0 = Z0 and have proved that the algebra of all quantities of

Mn commutative with Z0 of degree m0 over 5 is a total matric algebra of

degree na = nmo~l over Z0. Every inner automorphism of Mn„ over Z0 is an

inner automorphism of A7„ leaving Z0 invariant and M„0 contains both Z

and Z. If Zo^F then n0<n and we may carry Z into Z by an inner auto-

morphism of A7„0; the algebra of all quantities of M„0 commutative with Z is

a total matric algebra of degree «o^r1 over Z. But Z has degree Wi over

Zo, m = mxmo, nom1~1 = nm~l = v and the algebra of all quantities of Mn

commutative with Z is A7„ over Z. Hence let Z0 = 5, Z be a Kummer field of

degree m = pp over F. Then Z has degree p over K = F(y), y"=y inF.

The minimum equation of y is irreducible in 5 and Z> K = Fiy), yp=y,

y may be carried into y by an inner automorphism of M„. Thus we take y = y,

K = K, and y in the form (18) with ^4i given by (20). By Lemma 1 the sub-

algebra of MH commutative with y is a7„0 of degree v0 = np~l over K. More-

over A7„0 contains Z, Z, and our induction states that there exists an inner

automorphism of M,a carrying Z into Z, the sub-algebra of A7„0 commutative

with Z is A7„ over Z, v =v0p~l =nm~1. This inner automorphism of J7„0 is an

inner automorphism of Mn, and A7„ is obviously the sub-algebra of A7„ com-

mutative with Z. This proves Theorem 7.

5. Simple algebras over 5. Let 4 be a simple algebra of degree n over

its centrum F and let Z be a sub-field of degree moi A. If Z0 is the maximum

separable sub-field of Z then the sub-algebra 50 over Z0 of all quantities of

4 commutative with every quantity of Z0 is well known to be a simple alge-

bra of degree v0 =nm0~l over its centrum Z0 of degree m0 over 5. But we may

in fact prove

Theorem 8. The sub-algebra of A commutative with Z is a normal simple

algebra 5 of degree nmr^ over its centrum Z. Moreover if Z is a scalar field

equivalent to Z then

(26) Ax = Mm X B,

where B over Z is equivalent to B over Z.

For it is obviously sufficient to prove the above theorem when Z0=5.

There exists a separable splitting field X of A and Ax = Mn over X. But the

composite Zx = (Z, X) is evidently an inseparable field of degree n over X

and Theorem 6 states that the sub-algebra of Ax commutative with Zx is Mv

over Zx- Evidently MV=BX so that 5 is normal simple of degree v over Z.

The remainder of the proof is as in the non-modular case quoted* in §3.

* These Transactions, vol. 34 (1932), pp. 620-625.
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6. Kummer splitting fields and cyclic algebras. Let F have characteris-

tic p and Q be a perfect extension of F. Then if A is any normal simple algebra

of degree p" over F the algebra A ¡¡ is a total matric algebra.* The field ß may

be taken to consist of quantities <5 such that bv" is in F for some s depending

on ô, and thus every sub-field of £2 of finite degree over F is a Kummer field

over F. In particular the sub-field K of Í2, which contains all of the coeffi-

cients in the expression of an ordinary matric basis of A Q in terms of the

basal units of A, has finite degree over F and splits A. We have proved

Theorem 9. Every normal simple algebra A of pe over F of characteristic

P has a Kummer splitting field.

We next prove

Theorem 10. If there exist no cyclic fields of degree p over F then there exist

no normal division algebras of degree pe over F.

For let D be a normal division algebra of degree pe over F. Theorem 9

states that there exists a Kummer field K such that K does not split D but

K(y), y"=7 in K, does split D. Thus DK is similar to a normal division algebra

E of degree p over K which is split by Kiy). The author has then provedf

that E = (y, Z, S) where Z is cyclic of degree p over K. By Theorem 2,

Z = ZoXK where Z0 is cyclic of degree p over-F.

If F possesses no cyclic extensions of degree p over F, then Theorem 10

implies that every normal simple algebra of degree pe over F is a total matric

algebra. This case is then complete, so we shall henceforth assume that there

exist cyclic fields of degree p over F.

The author has shown î that our above assumption then implies that there

exist cyclic fields Z¡ of degree pf over F for every /. Moreover if Z¡ is given

then there exists a cyclic Ze, e>f, such that Ze contains Zf.

In particular let/=e —1. Then the author has provedf that

(27) Ze = Fix),        x" = x + a + X (a in Ze_i, X in F),

with generating automorphism S given by that of Ze and

(28) xs = x + ß.

The quantities a, ß are uniquely determined quantities of Ze_i, and the author

* These Transactions, vol. 36 (1934), pp. 388-394.

t See the paper On normal division algebras of degree pe over F of characteristic p, these Trans-

actions, vol. 39 (1936), pp. 183-188.
t Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 40 (1934), pp. 625-631.
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has moreover proved that if a, ß, X are given, xp = x+a+X is irreducible in

Ze_i, Fix) =Ze is cyclic of degree p" over F.

Our hypothesis that there exist cyclic fields of degree p over F then im-

plies that there exist cyclic algebras of arbitrary degree pe over F. The author

has proved*

Lemma 2. Let (7, Z, S) be cyclic of degree n = pe over F and F be the cyclic

sub-field of Z of degree pe~x. Then

(29) (7, Z, S)p = Mp~x X Mp X (7, Y, S).

As an immediate application of Lemma 2 we obtainf

Theorem 11. Let A = (7, Z, 5) be cyclic of degree pe over F of characteristic

p. Then Z is contained in a cyclic field Z of degree pe+1 over F, and the algebra

(30) B = (y,Z,S)

has the property

(31) A~Bp.

7. Theory of cyclic representations. A field F of characteristic p is said

to be perfect if there are no Kummer fields of degree p over F. Then there

are no normal division algebras of degree pe over F. This, combined with our

previous discussion, shows that the theory of normal simple algebras of de-

gree pe over F becomes trivial except when there exist both Kummer and

cyclic fields of degree p over 5. We may therefore restrict our attention to this

remaining:): non-trivial case, and have seen that there now exist cyclic and

Kummer fields of arbitrary degree pe over F.

A total matric algebra of degree p over F contains fields isomorphic to

any fields of degree p over F. Every normal simple algebra A of degree p

over F is either a total matric algebra or a normal division algebra, and the

author has shown § that in the latter case 4 is a cyclic algebra if and only if

it has a simple Kummer sub-field of degree p over F. Thus we have the

case e = 1 of

* See the American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 54 (1932), pp. 1-13, for my proof holding for

any field.

f Theorem 11 is false when F does not have characteristic p, since in fact the algebra

A = (1> i,j, V), P—p= —l,ji— —ij, over the field R of rational numbers, is not similar to B2 for any

B of degree 4 over its centrum R. Note also that A~B, for normal simple algebras A and B, means

A = MXD, B = Mi>XD where D is a division algebra, M and M¡¡ are total matric algebras.

X We have actually assumed that the field F does not possess a certain type of algebraic closure.

Such fields F of course exist and there do exist normal division algebras of degree pe over some

fields F.

§ These Transactions, vol. 39, loc. cit.
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Theorem 12. A normal simple algebra A of degree pe over F is cyclic if and

only if A has a simple Kummer sub-field K = F(y) of degree pe over F.

For we now assume the above theorem true for algebras of degree

P, P2> ' • " > Pe~x and write y0 = yp,,~1, yo" = 7 in F, K = F(y) of degree pe over F.

The sub-algebra of A commutative with y0 is a normal simple algebra C„0 of

degree pe~x over Ko = Fiy0) by Theorem 8. The algebra Cï0 contains the simple

Kummer field Ko(y) of degree p"~l over K0 and the hypothesis of our induc-

tion states that Cï0 is a cyclic algebra ig, X, S) where X is cyclic of degree

P°~x over K0 and y is in K0. If d is any quantity of X and

(32) g' = Nx/Koid)g,

then CVa = ig', X, S). Hence Theorem 6 states that we may choose g' to gen-

erate Ko. Obviously Cyo = Cg- so that we may write Cvo = iy0, X, S),

Í33) yx = xsy ix in X),

without loss of generality.

Theorem 3 states that X = X0 \K0 where X0 is cyclic of degree pe~x over

Fand

(34) yxo = x0sy ix0 in X0).

The algebra Cx„ of all quantities of A commutative with every xQ of X0 is a

normal simple algebra of degree p over F by Theorem 8. If Cx„ is a total

matric algebra over X0, then Cx0 contains fields equivalent to any field of

degree p over X0. But then A contains cyclic fields of degree pe over F with X0

as sub-field and is a cyclic algebra. Hence let Cx„ be a division algebra.

The algebra CXo contains the sub-field K0 = Fiy0), yop=7, and the author

has then proved* that Cx0 = iy, Z, S) where Z = X0iz) is cyclic of degree p

over Xo,

(35) zp = z + a, y0z = ix0 + e)y0 ia in X0).

Also we may take

(36) e = (- I)-' = Txjriß),

where ß is given as in (28) and TXo/f is the trace function. The quantity y

transforms every quantity of XQ into a quantity of X0 and hence every quan-

tity of Cx„ into a quantity of Cx„- We thus write

p-i
(37) yy0 = y0y, yzy~x = z» = 2 hyj (J< iriZ).

1=0

* These Transactions, vol. 39, loc. cit.
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But obviously yoZv = (zv+t)y0 so that we have

(38) £ bi(z + t)yoi+1 = tyo + £ bi(z)y0i+1.
t'=0 i=0

Thus biiz + t)=bi is in X0 for i = l, ■ ■ ■ , m, while bo(x0 + t)=bo + e. Then

b0 = kz+b with k an integer and ¿5 in X0, k(z + e) + b = kz+ke + b=kz+b + e,

k = l,

(39) 2„ = z + P,        PinX = Xoiyo).

The transformation of z by powers of y then gives q = pe~l, y" = yo,

(40) y«8y-« = z + É = z + Tx,kÍP) ,

so that Tx/k(P—0)=O. The author has then demonstrated* the existence

of quantity Q in X such that

(41) ß = P + QS-Q.

We write

(42) *e = z + Q,

and have yxey~1 = z+P+Qs = xe+ß. Thus yoXeyo~l =xe+e satisfies a normed

equation a;«p=xe+ae where (xe+ß)p = xe+ß+aes,

(43) o* - ae = ß" - ß.

But then Fixe) is cyclic of degree pe over 5 and 4 is a cyclic algebra.

Conversely let A = (7, Z, S) be cyclic of degree pe over 5. From Lemma 2,

4 =MX (b, F, 5) where If is a total matric algebra and F is the sub-field of Z

of degree q = pf over 5, 5^XP for any X of 5. The algebra (5, F, 5) thus has a

simple Kummer sub-field Fiy0), y03 = S, and AfX5(y0) contains a simple

Kummer field 5(y), ype=7, of degree pe over 5.

As a consequence of Theorem 12 we have

Theorem 13. Let A and B be cyclic algebras whose degrees are powers of the

characteristic p of F. Then AxB is a cyclic algebra.

For Theorem 12 states that 5 has a maximal simple Kummer sub-field

Ke = Fiy). We write AK = (yx, Z, S) where Z is cyclic of degree p over K.

By Theorem 6 we may take yx to generate K and thus AK has a simple Kum-

mer sub-field Ka = K(yi), yope = yx- Obviously Ko = F(y0), y0q = Ô in F, K0 has

degree q = pe+f over F. But the degree of 4 X5 is q and 4 X5 contains K0.

Hence Theorem 12 states that 4 X5 is cyclic.

* These 1 ransactions, vol. 39, loc. cit.
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A further consequence of Theorem 12 is given by

Theorem 14. A normal division algebra D of degree p! over F is similar to a

cyclic algebra if and only if D has a Kummer splitting field of degree p" over F.

For by Theorem 12 algebra D has a Kummer splitting field of degree pe

over F when D is similar to a cyclic algebra.

Conversely let K split D. If K=F(y) is simple of degree pe over F, then

e>f and Theorem 12 states that D is similar to a cyclic algebra of degree pe

over F. Let then K = F(yi, ■ ■ ■ , yT) of degree pe be a splitting field of D and

assume as the basis of an induction on r that our theorem is true for algebras

with Kummer splitting fields with at most r—\ generators. We may also

assume that no sub-field of K splits D. Then K0 = F(yx) does not split D and

has degree pk over F, K = Ka(y2, • ■ • , yr) has degree pe~k over K0. Thus D is

similar to a normal simple algebra A of degree pe over F with K as maximal

sub-field. The algebra B of all quantities of A commutative with y is a nor-

mal simple algebra of degree pe~k over K0 and is split by K = Ko(y2, • • • , yr).

By the hypothesis of our induction B is a cyclic algebra (7, Z, S) over K0

with 7 in Ko- Theorem 6 implies that we may take 7 to generate K0, y=yi,

and thus B contains a sub-field K(y), yp"~l = yi, ypt = 8 in F. By Theorem 12

algebra A is a cyclic algebra.

As an immediate corollary of Theorems 13 and 9 we have our principal

result :

Theorem 15. Every normal division algebra of degree p1 over F of charac-

teristic p is similar to a cyclic algebra of degree pe ^ p''.

8. Theory of exponents. A cyclic field Z of degree v=pn over F has the

generation Z=F(x) where x is a root of a (separable) cyclic equation of de-

gree v over F. Theorem 1 states that any quantity z of Z has the form

v

(44) z = 23 a¿xp(¿-1), Vi in F.
¿=1

As a consequence of (44) we may prove

Theorem 16. The exponent p=p* of a normal division algebra D of degree

p' over F is the least integer p1 such that f is the exponent of a Kummer splitting

field of D.

For D is similar to a cyclic algebra (7, Z, S) of degree v = pn over F. Let

K be a Kummer splitting field of D of least exponent / over F so that DK

is a total matric algebra. Then 7 = iVz0/x(zo), where z0 is in Zo = ZK.  The
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quantity z = z03 is in Z if q = p! and hence yq = Nz/fÍz). It is well known* that

then the exponent p =p* is at most pf, <f> g/.

Conversely let p =p*. If </> = 1 then yp = NZ/F(z) where z in Z has the form

(44). Write

(45) ßi = a,1/P.

Not every /?,- is in 5, for otherwise Zi = 2Zí=1/3¿xi_1 is in Z, z0 = Zi ,

7P = [Az/i?(zi)]p, 7 must be the norm of Zi when F has characteristic p. Then

77 is a total matric algebra contrary to hypothesis. ButK = F(ßi, ■ ■ ■ ,ßi) has

exponent unity over F,z = Zxp where Zi is in ZK, 7 = Nz,/k(zx), K splits D. Thus

/=<6 = 1.
We have proved Theorem 16 true for c/> =/= 1. Assume it true for algebras

of exponents p, p2, ■ ■ ■ , />*_1, and let D have exponent p*. The algebra Dp

has exponent p*~x and the hypothesis of our induction implies that 5*p has

a Kummer splitting field H of exponent c/> — 1. The algebra (DH)P is a total

matric algebra so that DH has exponent 1 or p. In either case DH has a Kum-

mer splitting field K ^ 77 of exponent at most unity over 77, and K has ex-

ponent 1^5=0 over F. Obviously K splits D so that c/>^^^/. But we have

proved that </> ?£/ so that c6 =/ and our theorem is proved.

Let K be a Kummer field of degree pT and exponent unity over F. Then

(46) K =KT > Kr-x > ■ ■ • > Kx > K0 = F,

where

(47) Ki = F(ai/P, ■■■ , ai'P) = AVi(a//P), at in F, (¿ = 1, • • • , r).

Obviously KryiF(ßlllp, ■ ■ ■ , ßs1,p) for any /?,■ in 5 and s <r. We now prove

Theorem 17. Let A be a normal simple algebra of exponent p over F and pr

be the minimum degree of all Kummer splitting fields of A of exponent unity.

Then A is similar to an algebra

(48) 7?i X D2 X • • • X Dr,

where Di is a cyclic division algebra of degree p over F.

For we may assume that 4 is a normal simple algebra of degree pr over

F with K as a maximal sub-field. If r = l then if = 5(a1/p) splits A and the

author has shownf that then A is a cyclic algebra (7, Z, S) of degree p over F.

We make an induction on r and let H = Kr-x- By hypothesis 77 does not

split 4, so that, by Theorem 8, the sub-algebra 5 of 4 of all quantities com-

* American Journal of Mathematics, loc. cit.

f These Transactions, vol. 39, loc. cit.
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mutative with every quantity of H is a normal division algebra of degree p

over H. By our above case r = 1, B = («i, Z, S) over H and, since Z = Z0XH,

algebra B = (oti, Z0, S)XH = DiXH where D\ is cyclic of degree p over F.

Thus A =DiXAi where ^4i is a normal simple algebra of degree p'~x with H

as a maximal sub-field. If r0 is the least integer for which A¡ has a Kummer

splitting field of degree pr« over F and exponent unity, then the correspond-

ing integer for A is at most ra + l. Thus r^r0 + l. But evidently r0fír—l,

r^r0 + l,ro = r—1.By our induction Ai=D2X ■ ■ • XDT, A has the form (48)

as desired.

We shall finally prove

Theorem 18. Every normal simple algebra of exponent pe is similar to a

direct product of cyclic normal division algebras

(49) DiX ■ ■ ■ XDt,

where the exponent and degree of Di are equal and at most pe, and where Dx has

exponent p".

For we have the above result when e = 1. Let us then make an induction

on e. The algebra A of exponent pe is such that Ap has exponent pe~x. By

the assumption of our induction Ap~BiX • • • XBr, where B{ is a cyclic

normal division algebra of degree and exponent pfi^pe~x. If pf¡<pe-x for all

values of ¿, then the exponent of BiX ■ ■ ■ XBr is at most pe~2, a contradic-

tion. Hence we may assume that the exponent of Bi is pe~l. By Theorem 11

there exist cyclic normal division algebras Di of degree pfi+1 such that

Df^Bi. Evidently 7)¿ has exponent p/i+1. Moreover

Ap~Aop,

where

Ao = DiX ■■ ■ XDr.

But if Ao~x is reciprocal to A0, the algebra iAA^-1)" is a total matric algebra.

Either AA0~X is a total matric algebra and A is similar to A0, or AA0~X has

exponent p. In the latter case AAo~x~Dr+iX ■ ■ ■ XDt where Dr+,- has ex-

ponent and degree p. Then

A~DtX    • • XDt,

as desired.

The above canonical form for A evidently yields an algebra of exponent p*

if and only if algebra B of exponent p given by q=p"~1, B = Di"X ■ ■ ■ XDtq,

is not a total matric algebra. Hence in (49) we assume that 7?i, • • • , D„ have
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degree and exponent pe while Ds+x, • • ■ , Dt have degree at most pe~x. We

write

Di = (yi,Zi, Si),        y i in F,

where Z¿ is cyclic of degree pe over 5. Then it is known* that the degree of 7),

is its exponent if and only if

Bi = (yi, Yi, S)

is a division algebra, where F¿ is the unique sub-field of degree p of Z¿. Thus

A has exponent pe if and only if 5iX • • • X5S is not a total matric algebra.

9. A conjecture. The structure of a normal division algebra relative to

exponent has been in doubt since the author provedf the existence of primary

normal division algebras of degree eight and exponent four. The results of §8

completely solve the problem for normal division algebras of degree pe over

F of characteristic p. The only remaining case is that of division algebras of

degree pe over F of characteristic not p, since the study of normal division

algebras has been reduced to the case where the degree and exponent are a

power of a prime. For this case we may hope to prove the

Conjectural Theorem. A normal division algebra D has exponent pe only

if D is similar to a direct product of normal division algebras

DiX ■■ X-Dt,

where the exponent of Di is its degree pei^pe, and Dx has degree pe.

Thus the author's example of an algebra D of degree eight and exponent

four may possibly be that of a normal division algebra D obtained by

M2X D = Dx XD2,

where Dx and D2 are normal division algebras of degree and exponent four,

M2 is a total matric algebra of degree two.

The author has not attempted to prove the above conjecture, but its

proof is probably very difficult. It would be an important advance in the

theory, however.

* American Journal of Mathematics, loc. cit.

f Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 39 (1933), pp. 265-277.
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